Tumour volume comparison between 16-row multi-detector computed tomography and 320-row area-detector computed tomography in patients with small lung tumours treated with stereotactic body radiotherapy: Effect of respiratory motion.
We compared image quality and volume of a moving simulated tumour and of lung tumours in patients who were treated with stereotactic body radiotherapy (SBRT) in a 16-row multi-detector CT (MDCT) versus a 320-row area-detector CT (ADCT). Tumour volumes in each respiratory phase were also evaluated. We acquired static and four-dimensional CT (4DCT) images of a moving phantom with 10- and 30-mm amplitudes with three periods of patterns (2, 4, and 6 s). Breath-hold and 4DCT images were acquired for 12 lung tumour patients who underwent SBRT. Image data were acquired via MDCT and ADCT. The tumours were delineated in each respiratory phase and their volumes in end-expiratory/end-inspiratory phase and mid-respiratory phase were compared. In the phantom study, tumour volumes were smaller and closer to the static image when evaluated by ADCT than by MDCT. In the clinical study, average tumour volumes ± standard deviations were 9.58 ± 1.07 cm3 with MDCT (2.5-mm slice), and 7.12 ± 0.23 cm3 with ADCT (p < 0.01). Tumour volumes were closer to that of the breath hold CT in all patients evaluated by ADCT than by MDCT. Unlike MDCT, tumour volumes acquired by ADCT were smaller in end-expiratory or end-inspiratory phase than in the mid-respiratory phase. Tumour volumes in each of the respiratory phases in ADCT were significantly smaller and closer to the static image than the corresponding volumes in MDCT. This suggests that treated volume can be reduced if ADCT is used in treatment planning.